Electron cryo-microscopic analysis of crystalline cytochrome oxidase.
The structure of cytochrome oxidase from beef heart mitochondria has been analysed by cryo-electron microscopy of vesicle crystals of the space group p22(1)2(1), with cell dimensions a = 102 A, b = 123 A, gamma = 90 degrees. Several methods of specimen preparation were applied to the vesicular two-dimensional crystals in the electron microscope, to ensure that the structure was preserved to the maximum resolution. The two most informative density maps were from specimens embedded in ice and from negative staining in a 1:1 mixture of glucose and uranyl acetate. The three-dimensional structure of the ice-embedded molecule shows a single, well resolved, but convoluted density, which represents in size and shape one cytochrome oxidase dimer. At the bottom of the molecule, a substantial part of the protein is embedded in the lipid bilayer of the vesicle. The molecule then extends upwards, out of the bilayer, into the internal space within the vesicle. Here, the structure first passes through a region within the molecule containing a hollow cavity that lies roughly at the centre of mass of the dimer, and then branches into two well-resolved halves at some distance from the membrane. The negatively stained structure, in contrast, shows a stain-excluding region in the centre of the vesicle at the level of the cavity in the ice-embedded structure, but otherwise has a similar overall external shape. In addition, there is a small rotation of the whole molecule by approximately 25 degrees relative to the orientation of ice-embedded specimens. We interpret these differences to mean that the central cavity seen in the ice-embedded structure is too small to allow the stain to penetrate during the drying process and that the drying process causes the rotation. The structures described here are consistent with one another and allow an interpretation at higher resolution than from previous work.